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1. Challenges & Guidelines

2. Rubrics

3. ABC123

4. Other Considerations

5. Work Time

What Are We Doing Today?



Challenges & Guidelines

What are some challenges for assessing 

reflections?

• It feels so subjective!

• How do make it count towards the course outcomes?

• I completely disagree with what the student wrote!

• How do I grade non-written reflections?



Challenges & Guidelines

Guidelines for Assessing Reflections:

• Determine whether the activity/assignment needs to be graded.

• Use a rubric to grade more objectively.

• Don’t just grade. Give feedback.

• Introduce the students to the grading criteria early, and let them 

know what you’re asking them to work towards.

• If the reflection connects to coursework and/or outcomes, ensure 

that one of the competencies / criteria allows you to gauge the 

depth of that learning.



Challenges & Guidelines

Guidelines for Assessing Reflections:

• Let students know that you are not grading how they feel, but how 

they present those feelings.

• Let students know that you are not grading their perspectives, but 

how they present and support those perspectives.

• Challenge the students, not by saying that they are wrong, but by 

asking why they think it.

• Validate their attempts and successes.



Rubrics

What is a Rubric?

• Down the left side: 3-5 Competencies you want students to demonstrate

• Across the top: 3-5 Proficiency Levels at which these competencies can 

demonstrated

• Cells: Details about what that competency looks like at that proficiency 

level

• Grading: Use Roobrix to help grade correctly. Ensure that the lowest level 

is NOT a zero (or make sure that submissions are automatically worth 

something)

• Best Practice: Share the rubrics in advance, and give students a chance 

to practice using it to score example works

https://roobrix.com/


Rubrics

VALUE Rubrics

• Created by the AAC&U to cover topics that are tough to grade

• Instructors can take these apart and use them as they see fit

Civic Engagement

Creative Thinking

Critical Thinking

Ethical Reasoning

Global Learning

Inquiry & Analysis

Information Literacy

Integrative Learning

Intercultural Knowledge

Lifelong Learning

Oral Communication

Problem Solving

Quantitative Literacy

Reading

Teamwork

Written Communication

https://www.aacu.org/value-rubrics


Rubrics



ABC123

• Adapted from Marshall Welch

• All reflections should include the following:

– Affect (personal connection and feelings)

– Behavior (past, present, and/or future actions)

– Connection / Cognition / Content / Context (relevance to the class)

• Use a method of grading to build student critical thinking, avoid 

“warbling” (writing what the student thinks the instructor wants to read), 

and move reflection away from the idea that it is a “freebie activity”

• Do not grade based on the number of times the ABCs are mentioned, 

but on the quality of these mentions

• The goal is to move students to the maximum score by the quarter’s end



ABC123

• Grade reflective papers between 1 and 3 based on depth in each 

category

– 1: Marginal attention and/or cursory thought

– 2: Essential details but without insight and intentionality

– 3: In-depth responses with intentional consideration and rich articulation

• Another consideration of ‘123’ travels through three levels of 

awareness:

– 1: Self (self-centered, egoistic, focused on ‘I’ – tends to be a starting point)

– 2: Empathetic (provide insight and/or appreciation of others’ experiences and/or 

perspectives)

– 3: Systemic (acknowledge previously unknown or unconsidered systemic variables)



ABC123

Marginal (1) Essential (2) Insightful (3)

Affect (personal feeling)

Behavior (actions)

Context (course)

Note: It is not about how much the student 
writes, but about the quality of what’s written. 

First Scoring Modality



ABC123

• Did the reflection bring up Affect, Behavior, and/or Context? How 

many?

– Give score of 1, 2, or 3

• Does the reflection get to the Self (1), Empathetic (2), or Systemic (3) 

level?

– Multiply the ABC score by this value

• Students can score between 1 and 9. Consider having the 

assignment be worth 25 points (give an automatic 16 for submitting 

it).

Second Scoring Modality



Other Considerations

• Not all reflections need to be graded

– This is particularly true for formative reflections used to gauge student 

understanding and preparedness

• Rubrics can be made that fit within the What-So What-Now What and 

other frameworks

• Rubrics also exist for assessing group and online discussions

• The choice to assess reflections comes down to what the purpose of 

that reflection is, and whether you are using it to help students meet 

course or personal growth outcomes



Work Time

1) Pick a reflective assignment for which you would 

want to create a rubric

2) Review the various examples of rubrics

3) Determine the competencies you want students to 

demonstrate, and the number of proficiency levels.

4) Consideration: How will you overlay this rubric with 

grading? At what proficiency level will you know 

that students have demonstrated those 

competencies?
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